Welcome to Mandarin Oriental
Immerse yourself in the new Las Vegas.
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A sky high oasis of calm
Mandarin Oriental, Las Vegas is an exceptional hotel offering discreet luxury at the center of The Strip. We are located within the revolutionary Aria Resort & Casino development
and through our own sustainable design we have achieved LEED® certification. Our 23rd floor sky lobby soars above the city’s brilliance; here you’ll find a non-gaming oasis
of oriental calm a step from the famous casinos. It is our pleasure to welcome every guest with the sincere and gracious service for which Mandarin Oriental is renowned.
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A breath of fresh air in Las Vegas

We have 392 rooms, each a model of contemporary
design with subtle oriental touches. Glass enclosed
bathrooms are sensual retreats; bathed in natural light.
One central control allows you to personalize your
environment entirely, while a valet box means you are
never unnecessarily disturbed. Breathtaking views sweep
over the gleaming heights of The Strip.
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Suites

The discreet luxury of our 58 suites exceeds all anticipation, right up to the glamorous heights of our 22nd floor
Mandarin Suite. All have spectacular views and individual features, such as Technogym fitness areas, stylish
private dining, or the striking design of our Black and White speciality suite with its own media room.
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Twist and Shout

We offer the highest levels of fine dining in Las Vegas on our 23rd floor with views that will take your breath away. Twist is the
only restaurant in the US where you can experience the cuisine of three Michelin starred chef Pierre Gagnaire. MOzen is an
exhilarating culinary theatre with the hottest Pan Asian dishes, and Mandarin Bar has a spectacular 20 metres of views.
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Spa

Our spa is a tranquil retreat 20 floors high in the sky. As you relax under the hands of our expert therapists you
have the sensation of lying in heaven above Las Vegas. We have seven couples’ suites and a Chinese Foot Spa for
reflexology with sensational views. Every treatment begins in our magical heat and water oasis.
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Contemporary calm overlooking The Strip
We provide drama with our ideas and views and calm with our oriental inspiration and gracious service.
Our ballroom has soaring floor-to-ceiling windows right above The Strip and can host up to 600 guests.
For more personal occasions we have dramatically designed private areas in our Mandarin Bar and Twist.
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Step into style and serenity

We are connected directly to Crystals for luxury
shopping and a step from the casinos, but in our hotel
you’ll find an oasis of serenity. Butlers await you on our
stylish pool deck, serving iced refreshments in private
cabanas. Our beautifully designed movement studio
offers classes in yoga and meditation. The fitness center
has cutting edge equipment with views of the gleaming
Aria Resort & Casino architecture. Our salon offers professional consultations in personal styling.
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Mandarin Oriental, Las Vegas
Location:

• Located on Las Vegas Boulevard
• At the new cultural epicenter of Las Vegas
• 10-minute drive from McCarran International Airport

Guest rooms:

• 392 guestrooms and suites
• Suite sizes range from 850 sq ft to 3,100 sq ft
• Views of The Strip, the city and the surrounding mountains
• Spacious walk-in closets
• Valet privacy closets
• 42” flat screen TVs in each room and flat screen in every
bathroom mirror
• LEED® Gold certified from the U.S. Green Building
Council (USGBC)

Restaurants and bars:

• Twist by Pierre Gagnaire on 23rd floor
• MOzen Bistro, all-day dining
• Mandarin Bar on 23rd floor
• Tea Lounge, a wide menu of teas and High Tea rituals
• Amore Patisserie, a selection of pastries,
sandwiches, beverages and gelato
• Pool Café

Hotel Address:
3752 Las Vegas Blvd. South, Las Vegas, NV 89158
Telephone +1 (702) 590 8888

Meeting and business:

• 7,650 sq ft Oriental Ballroom
• Floor-to-ceiling windows above ‘The Strip’
• Three meeting spaces
• Mandarin Boardroom, acoustically enhanced
with Bang & Olufsen sound systems
• Wireless internet access throughout the entire hotel
• Business Center

Spa:

• A 27,000 square foot, two-level spa
• 17 treatment rooms including seven
private couple’s suites
• Holistic treatments inspired by ancient concepts
and modern techniques
• Two plunge pools

Leisure:

• Outdoor lap pool
• 20 cabanas for poolside privacy, with luxury amenities
• State-of-the-art Fitness & Wellness Center,
Kinesis Fitness System, Yoga & Pilates Studio
• 23rd floor sky lobby for stupendous views
• Sky bridge to Crystals, retail and entertainment district

molas-reservations@mohg.com
mandarinoriental.com/lasvegas
Online Reservations
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